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Abstract
This paper presents the Slab List data structure, and its repository of record libslablist.
A Slab List is a sorted data structure that is dramatically more memory-efficient than
current state-of-the art logarithmic-time data structures, and highly competitive as far as
performance is concerned. The data structure is implemented in C, and its optimization
was guided by an intimate understanding of how modern computer systems work, as well
as current theory. The implementation features “knobs” allowing the programmer to tune
the space-time tradeoff, making it practical for use as a general-purpose sorted set library.

1. Introduction
As hard-disk-drives become larger and as the performance-gap between drive-access and memory-access

increases, programmers need to be able to hold as much data as they possibly can in memory, in order to avoid
swapping, but without sacrificing too much performance. This is a space-time tradeoff. The vast majority
of data structures exhibit a sub-optimal space-time tradeoff, which causes many CPU cycles to be wasted,
as well as many man-hours and dollars wasted on buying and provisioning more storage space. There are
a number of developers and administrators that would benefit significantly from Slab Lists. The developers
and users of in-memory key-value stores — such as the disruptive, popular REDIS system — would be able
to use their systems to solve a wider range of problems. Users of virtual machines in public clouds (such
as Amazon EC2, and Joyent Public Cloud) could feel a significant economic benefit of being able to store
four to five VM’s-worth of data in a single VM; this translates into 80% savings in per-hour subscription
fees. Finally research labs trying to make Ousterhout’s RAMCloud concept commercially viable, will have
greater success if they use data structures that were designed with memory efficiency from the start.

The remainder of this paper describes the Slab List concept and the libslablist library in detail. In
Section 2 we discuss the competing work in the area of logarithmic-time data structure implementations.
Section 3 describes the essential Slab List in-memory structures and algorithms in plain-english. Section 4
touches on the implementation details and implementation process of libslablist. Section 5 offers perfro-
mance comparisons between libslablist and other popular logarithmic data structure implementations.
Section 6 evaluates the performance of libslablist from an economic perspective. Section 7 enumerates
possible future directions for Slab Lists. Section 8 provides my conclusions.

2. Related Work
The notion of achieving a better space-time tradeoff in data-structure design has been present since the

very beginning of computer-related research. Given that many data structures are presented as abstract con-
cepts, variation in implementation strategy can yield gains and tradeoffs in raw space- and time- efficiency, if
not complexity[1]. Therefore, it is worth comparing data structures on an implementation-by-implementation
basis.

There are many data structures designed to keep elements sorted, and many more implementations of
those data structures. We consider some of the most notable and widely used implementations of these
various structures.

2.1 AVL Tree

2.1.1 GNU libavl

GNU libavl contains many AVL Tree variants. Specifically, plain AVL Trees, Threaded AVL Trees,
Right-Threaded AVL Trees, and AVL Trees with parent-pointers. It is one of the few well-documented,
cross-platform AVL Tree libraries, and appears to be fairly widely used in open source software.

[1] Consider the classic method of using an array of integers to represent a balanced tree, instead of
explicitly-linked nodes.
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2.1.2 libuutil

The AVL Tree found in libuutil — called uuavl — is used pervasively throughout the Illumos kernel,
various Illumos userland services and commands. It is also used in the FreeBSD kernel, specifically in its ZFS
port. This implementation is the fastest and most memory efficient implementation in existence, currently.
Its nearest competitors (the AVL Trees in GNU libavl) use 50% to 100% more memory, and taking up
to 14% more CPU time. In short uuavl was designed for use in memory-constrained environments where
performance is critical — such as enterprise-grade operating system kernels. In other words, uuavl is a state
of the art AVL Tree.

Compared to libslablist, uuavl uses 271% more memory on random inputs, and 364% more memory
on sequential inputs. Unfortunately, this extra memory usage doesn’t help uuavl save a proportional amount
of time — merely 7%-10%.

2.2 Red-Black Tree

2.2.1 GNU libavl

GNU libavl also offers an assortment of Red-Black Trees. Red-Black Trees are competitive with AVL
Trees on random input, however their performance doesn’t get as big of a boost on sequential input as do
the AVL Trees — making them slower relative to AVL Trees.

2.2.2 libredblack

libredblack is a faster implementation of Red-Black Trees that has the same limitations as the libavl
variants.

2.3 B-Tree

2.3.1 jmpc-btree

jmpc-btree is a B-Tree implementation that is faithful to the description of B-Trees given in Introduc-

tion to Algorithms by Cormen, Leiserson, Rivest, and Stein. B-Trees were designed for speed. The fact that
nodes contain multiple elements, increases locality of reference, and results in more cache-hits. On certain
input patterns and at certain node-sizes, B-Trees can be more memory efficient than AVL Trees — but can
also be less memory efficient.

Empiracally speaking, jmpc-btree with a node-size of 4KB uses 20% less memory than uuavl on
random input. However, for sequential input, it uses 5% more memory. As far as performance is concerned,
jmpc-btree is 15% faster on random and sequential input.

2.4 Sorted Array
Theoretically, sorted arrays are the most memory efficient data structure — when full. If not full, they

could be very inefficient. In order to avoid this inefficiency, sorted arrays can be “grown” as the number of
elements exceeds its capacity. This results in several problems. The array’s elements need to be copied into a
new array, and a very large contigious region of memory may not be available due to memory fragmentation.

Furthermore, when inserting into a part of the array that is not near the end, space needs to be made
for the new element. Which means all of the elements from the insertion-point to the end of the array need
to bo copied one memory location to the right. This can be very expensive.

The positive aspect to sorted arrays, is that they can be searched with binary search. This is significant,
and is a big component in the Slab List search algorithm.

2.5 Skip Lists
Skip Lists are a linear, randomized data structure that can have logarithmic access time, however no

gaurantees can be made. They have little practical use for extremely large data sets. Furthermore, they
perform worse than state-of-the-art AVL Trees in both space and time. There is no reason to use one, unless
it is the only option on the table. It is interesting to note that they a little bit in common with Slab Lists:
both structures are linear and both have a notion of “layers”.

2.5.1 jmpc-skl

This implementation of Skip Lists is fairly simple, though not very performant. Compared to uuavl it
uses 54% and 100% more time for random and sequential inserts, respectivley. Additionally, it uses 25% and
34% more memory for random and sequential inserts, respectively. Not competitive with Slab Lists.
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2.5.2 myskl

This implementation is quite elaborate, and featureful, though somewhat under-performant compared
to jmpc-skl. Compared to uuavl it uses 92% more memory regardless of input-pattern, 11% more time for
random data and 238% more time for sequential data. It is quite performant for random data, if we ignore
the massive memory overhead. Not competitive with Slab Lists.

2.6 Sorted Linked List
A sorted linked list is not logarithmic, and therefore not competitive with any of the above or below

structures. However, it has 50% pointer overhead, while the best balanced tree uuavl has 75% pointer
overhead. This means that quite a bit more nodes can fit in memory.

2.7 Sorted Unrolled Linked List
The unrolled linked list is like a regular linked list but faster and smaller. It stores more elements per

node, allowing the pointer overhead to drop from 50% to any other smaller number. Pointer overhead can be
as small as 7%. This allows search to be sped up by a constant factor. If a single node holds 512 elements,
then search will be 512 times faster than that of a plain linked list. Although this is not enough to be
competitive with balanced trees.

3. The Slab List Structure and Algorithms
A Slab List is a synthesis of several standard data structures and algorithms. Specifically, they are made

up of: singly-linked lists, doubly-linked lists, slabs, and subslabs. Slabs and subslabs are in turn made up of
arrays, metadata, and pointers. The algorithm that ties all of these structures together is binary search.

Every Slab List begins life as a sorted singly linked list. Sorted singly linked lists are very fast (faster
than AVL Trees) for extremely small inputs (less than 100 elements). These lists also have the benefit of
50% pointer-overhead (which is less than that of an AVL Tree). Singly linked lists are used to store elements,
until we get half a slab’s worth of elements. This allows any Slab List to have, at minimum 50% memory-
efficiency. This is critical in situations where one might have large numbers of tiny lists, any of may which
have the potential to grow to enormous sizes[2].

image of linked list here

Once the half-slab number of elements is exceeded, the elements are copied to a slab, and the linked list
is destroyed. Now we have a Slab List with a single slab. The slab contains two very important pieces of
information about its data: the minimum and the maximum value. The presence of these extrema allows us
to see if a new element belongs in the current, previous, or next slab. The fact that the extrema are adjacent
to each other allows for fewer cache-misses than we would have if we loaded from the ends of the array. The
code below represents the slab. Don’t worry about the value of SELEM MAX — we’ll talk about the constants
later. The slablist elem t member is a union that represents a variety of 64-bit types.

typedef struct slab slab_t;

typedef union slablist_elem {

uint64_t sle_u;

double sle_d;

void *sle_p;

int64_t sle_i;

char sle_c[8];

} slablist_elem_t;

struct slab {

slab_t *s_next;

slab_t *s_prev;

subslab_t *s_below;

slablist_t *s_list;

[2] An example would be a very large Slab List of Slab Lists, which can be used to implement an adjacency
list for a graph
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uint8_t s_elems;

slablist_elem_t s_max;

slablist_elem_t s_min;

slablist_elem_t s_arr[SELEM_MAX];

};

image of single slab of data here

As we continue to insert elements, the Slab List grows horizontally, until some arbitrary number of
slabs is reached — let’s call this number Lbase

max
. If we need to add a new slab to the Slab List (such that we

have Lbase
max

+ 1 slabs) we have to grow the list vertically, by adding a sublayer. Adding a sublayer involves
creating a subslab which contains pointers to all of the slabs created so far. The source listing below shows
the structure of the subslab. Take note of the fact that the array of elements is not a part of subslab —
unlike the slab. See Section 4 for details why.

typedef struct subslab subslab_t;

typedef struct subarr {

void *sa_data[SUBELEM_MAX];

} subarr_t;

struct subslab {

pthread_mutex_t ss_mutex;

subslab_t *ss_next;

subslab_t *ss_prev;

subslab_t *ss_below;

slablist_t *ss_list;

uint16_t ss_elems;

uint64_t ss_usr_elems;

slablist_elem_t ss_max;

slablist_elem_t ss_min;

subarr_t *ss_arr;

};

This lowest layer of slabs is called the baselayer. The subslab, like the slab, contains minimum and
maximum values. The minimum is a copy of the smallest slab’s minimum while the maximum is a copy of
the largest slab’s maximum. This allows us to see if an element belongs in any of slabs referenced by this
subslab. It also saves us the trouble of having to visit those slabs to find out. If it has been determined
that an element may indeed be in a slab referenced from a subslab, we merely have to do a binary search on
the subslab to get to the slab. The binary search on subslabs’ elements involves comparing the extrema —
nothing more.

image of 2-layer slab list here

As the list grows, so does the number of sublayers. To search a large list, one need merely to visit the
baselayer, and keep doing binary search on each layer, until one gets to the toplayer. Once at the toplayer,
an element is either returned, inserted, removed, or replaced.

image of 3-layer slab list here

This is where things get tricky. Once the data in the toplayer has been modified, the data in the
sublayers is very likely — but not necessarily — inconsistent. The sublayers needs to be made consistent.
Every slab and subslab contains a pointer to the subslab immediately below it — or in other words, a pointer
to the subslab that contains a pointer to the slab or subslab in question. This allows us to ripple any changes
down to all the subslabs that have been walked over when getting to the current slab. The changes may
include: change of extrema, change of number of elements referenced, addition of a new slab, removal of an
empty slab. Once we ripple changes to the sublayer below the current layer, we have to take into account
the changes made by that ripple on the subslab and ripple those changes to the subslab’s subslab. And so
on until the baseslab. Just as the list may grow vertically on insertion, it may shrink vertically on removal.
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On a sufficiently random insertion pattern, Slab Lists tend to become “gappy” — more slabs get created
than are strictly needed. This is fine up to a point. The point differs from user to user — some might find
the wasted space acceptable, while others may be willing to dedicate CPU time to reap it. The user can
tune this action to take place based on the number and percentage of slabs that would be freeable from
memory after a removal or insertion is finishing up. Or the user can manually trigger a reap via an API call.
Naturally, a sensible default was chosen for the reap-tunable.

Insertion, removal, and searching are sufficient for the most common usage of a data structure, some
other operations are also occaisionally necessary. Such operations include: maps, left folds, right folds,
ranged removals, ranged left folds, ranged right folds, and ranged maps. Maps change every value in a
slab-list, folds derive a single result from all of the values (such as an average). Left and right folds are
identical, in concept — except one walks along the toplayer from left-to-right while the other walks from
right-to-left. The ranged variants of the aforementioned operations, are the same, but they touch a subset of
elements in the slablist — namely those from an arbitrary minimum value to an arbitrary maximum value.

These operations tend be faster for Slab Lists than for trees because all of the elements are stored in
linear order — full and partial in-order traversal is as simple as a while-loop going from one end of the list to
the other. Whereas in a tree, the user needs to use a stack — either explicitly or implicitly. This difference
is quantified in the performance comparisons section.

4. The Slab List Implementation — libslablist

The implementation of libslablist was guided by empirical methods. In most bodies of code cor-
rectness is a constraint while performance is a luxury. libslablist does not fall into that category. Both
performance and correctness are constraints, by virtue of performance being a metric of the structure’s cor-
rectness. In order to make sure that libslablist is logically correct while continuously making wide-spread
changes to the code, I needed use automated testing. Early attempts at this — black box testing — were
crude and inefficient. They caught a subset of all errors, and offered no clues as to the origins of the errors.
Clearly something more intimate and sophisticated was needed.

The primary tool for performance testing that I use is DTrace. This tool has the unique functionality
that it can safely modify running code. This modification, typically replaces a NOP with a trap, which allows
the kernel to collect telemetry and report it to the user (via a file, an arbitrary terminal, etc). However,
DTrace can be told to make a different kind of modification. It can change the value of a memory location
from zero to one — from FALSE to TRUE. This means that test-code can be kept in if-statements, which never
evaluate true when the code is running — unless one tells the kernel to modify the memory location. Using
these two techniques, one can enable very thorough tests that check the internal state of various slab lists
structures: slabs, subslabs, etc. The tests are of constant-time complexity — running them on extremely
large lists won’t be slower than running them on tiny lists. The test scripts, upon detecting an error print
out all of the relevant contents of memory to the terminal. These scripts are written in the dynamic D
language, and are thus extensible by the user. If a developer needs more detailed diagnostics, he can add
the functionality himself.

The library was thoroughly measured, using DTrace and various higher level tools that are built on top
of DTrace. The most helpful of which is the ‘flamegraph.pl‘ script which generates an extremely detailed
visual performance breakdown. The library was evolved using a measure-optimize-test-loop. I’d measure
the performance, make lots of changes to optimize the code, test the code for correctness, and then repeat.

Using these empirical methods I was able to quickly find that assumptions about optimal constants —
for example, optimal slab-size — were wrong. Certain constants (such as the sizes of slabs and subslabs)
turned out to be optimal — other constants invariably performed worse.

The constants are as follows:

1. Slab Size: One kilobyte in size, 121 element capacity. Varying this value either degrades
performance or makes no difference.

2. Subslab Size: Four kilobytes (one page) in size, 512 element capacity. Varying this either
degrades performance or makes no difference. It may be because of how the OS treats pages.
More research is needed.

3. Reap-percentage: 30%. Slab Lists rarely get to a 30% decrease in memory efficiency even for a
very large amounts of random data. Reaps are extremely expensive computations, and should
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used very rarely, hence the default percentage of 30%.

As mentioned in Section 3, Slab Lists have maps and folds. These are used by supplying a callback. In
a naive implementation, the callback would operate on a single element. However, in the interest of reducing
function calls, the callback doesn’t operate on elements but rather on arrays of elements. If certain slab
list has N elements, and S topslabs, the callback is called S times, instead of N times — unlike the naive
implementation.

Here is an example of a callback passed to slablist foldr:
slablist_elem_t

add_foldr(slablist_elem_t accumulator, slablist_elem_t *arr, uint64_t elems)

{

uint64_t i = 0;

while (i < elems) {

accumulator.sle_u += arr[i].sle_u;

i++;

}

return (accumulator);

}

Here is an example of a callback passed to slablist foldl:
slablist_elem_t

add_foldl(slablist_elem_t accumulator, slablist_elem_t *arr, uint64_t elems)

{

uint64_t i = elems - 1;

while (i > 0) {

accumulator.sle_u += arr[i].sle_u;

i--;

}

accumulator.sle_u += arr[i].sle_u;

return (accumulator);

}

And of one passed to map:
void

inc_map(slablist_elem_t *arr, uint64_t elems)

{

uint64_t i = 0;

while (i < elems) {

arr[i].sle_u += 1;

i++;

}

}

One thing that influences the performance of the library is the foundation that it is built on — such as
the OS or the memory allocator being used. The Illumos memory allocator — libumem — is a very advanced
allocator that keeps data in memory in a very specific way. As such, it has its own performance characteristics.
I’ve taken advantage of these performance characteristics throughout the library. For example, the subslab t
struct doesn’t have its element-array inline. Because the allocator keeps small buffers in close proximity to
each other, walking along the baselayer is sped up when keeping the metadata separate from the element-
array — we reduce cache misses and page faults.

Some programmers may percieve “redundancies” in the API. For example the slablist create function
takes two callbacks: a bounds-checking function and an element-comparison function. One can implement
bounds-checking with the element-comparison function alone. Unfortunately, because we do a lot of bounds-
checking, reducing the function-call overhead saves us too much CPU time to ignore. Furthermore, there
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are plenty of interesting bounds-checking optimizations that can’t be implemented if the library only knows
how to compare two elements, instead of three. Hence the redundancy.

As far as benchmarking goes, the library uses dynamic tracing to measure memory usage, insertion
times, and removal times per operation and per unit time. There is an assortment of scripts that collect this
data, process it, and plot it. Not only do the scripts measure the performance of libslablist, but they
also measure the performance of all the data structure implementations listed in Section 2. The data for
any two arbitrary structures can be graphically overlayed for easy comparison. If the memory-performance
or CPU-performance of libslablist degrades, we’ll know.

5. The Slab List Performance Comparisons
Instead of painstakingly analyzing the operations of the Slab List, and trying to convince computer sci-

entists about their performance, I’ve decided to show it. libslablist is compared to uuavl, jmpc-btree[X],
and jmpc-skl — the currently available state-of-the-art logarithmic data structure implementations. We
observe B-Trees with 1K and 4K sized nodes, and skip-lists with 16 levels. We consider insertions, removals,
maps, and folds. The measurements were carried out on two machines: a 4GB laptop with SSD, and a
72GB server with ECC RAM and HDD. I’ve selected open source implementations of these data structures
because (1) they have higher chance of being correct, (2) I didn’t have to implement them, and (3) most
developers would do the same in practice — instead of writing their own — at least initially.

All measurements are taken on an input size of 10,000,000.
The hardware does make a difference as far as runtime is concerned — as we’ll see below. The most

glaring difference is that all data structures wait off-cpu for approximately 1.7 seconds before they start
inserting elements. During this wait, the linker is trying to load the neccessary modules, which results in
three page-faults. See the trace-output below. This wait is not present on the laptop. Aside from this the
throughput of every data-structure drops by approximately 100 elements on the server — likely due to the
ECC ram.

dtrace: description ’proc::: ’ matched 15 probes

CPU ID FUNCTION:NAME

0 4946 trap:fault

ld.so.1‘rtld_db_preinit+0x1

ld.so.1‘setup+0xc64

ld.so.1‘_setup+0x27a

ld.so.1‘_rt_boot+0x6c

0xfffffd7fffdffeb8

479776805162104

0 4946 trap:fault

ld.so.1‘rtld_db_postinit

ld.so.1‘setup+0xd97

ld.so.1‘_setup+0x27a

ld.so.1‘_rt_boot+0x6c

0xfffffd7fffdffeb8

479776813148395

0 4946 trap:fault

ld.so.1‘rtld_db_postinit+0x1

ld.so.1‘setup+0xd97

ld.so.1‘_setup+0x27a

ld.so.1‘_rt_boot+0x6c

0xfffffd7fffdffeb8

479778524128477

0 4946 trap:fault

drv_gen‘main

479778530057706

0 4946 trap:fault

[X] This B-Tree implementation is in-memory only — it doesn’t do any IO.
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drv_gen‘main+0x1

479778530127232

0 5188 proc_exit:lwp-exit

libc.so.1‘0xfffffd7fff22236d

479778532528909

0 5186 proc_exit:exit

libc.so.1‘0xfffffd7fff22236d

479778532532414

479778530127232ns - 479776805162104ns = 1724965128ns = 1.7s

The metrics are as follows:

Element vs. Time:

We measure how many total elements got added to or removed from the structure, at specific time
integrals. This measure will vary per data structure, and depends on the source of the data. In our
measurements all data comes from RAM, not from disk or network. It is difficult to account for filesystem
caching behavior. This measurement is of interest to programmers that place a high priority on throughput.

Operations Measured: Adds, Removals.

Element-per-millisecond vs. Time:

This is similar to the previous, but instead of measuring total elements, we measure delta elements —
or how many elements have been added in the last millisecond. This measure is useful for observing the rate
at which a data structure gets slower. The same limitations regarding the previous measure apply here as
well.

Operations Measured: Adds, Removals.

Map or Fold Latency vs. Time: NOT-MEASURED-YET

Folds and maps are two of the few operations that aren’t necessarily dominated by IO. Once the user
decides to do a fold or a map, there is no reason for the folding/mapping procedure to do IO, unless the
user is folding or mapping a callback that does IO itself. This measure can be used to compare the raw fold
performance, which is relevant if one is aggregating over a large data set frequently — repeatedly finding the
mean or mode is an example of this. It can also be used to compare raw map performance, which is relevant
if one is changing all of the elements in a data set in a uniform way frequently — for example, incrementing
the value of every single element.

Operations Measured: Left Folds, Right Folds, Maps.

Heap Size vs. Time:

We measure the size of the heap as time passes. Data structure implementations vary in their memory
efficiency — sometime dramatically. This is of interest to programmers that want to store lots of data
in RAM. Unlike times past, faulting to disk when memory runs out is no longer a graceful performance

degradation — the speed gap between spinning rust and RAM is much larger. One way to avoid swapping
hell is to use memory-efficient data structures. Where this is not an options one can mitigate swapping hell
by using solid state drives and/or buying more RAM. Note that for all data structures, we enforce the use
of the same allocator libumem in order make the measurements directly comparable.

Operations Measured: Adds.

Turn to the following page for the visuals.
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BTree on Server

sl vs. jmpc-btree-1024 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-btree-1024 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)
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sl vs. jmpc-btree-1024 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-btree-1024 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)
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sl vs. jmpc-btree-1024 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-btree-1024 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)
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sl vs. jmpc-btree-4096 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-btree-4096 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)
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sl vs. jmpc-btree-4096 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-btree-4096 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)
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sl vs. jmpc-btree-4096 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-btree-4096 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)
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BTree on Laptop

sl vs. jmpc-btree-1024 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-btree-1024 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)
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sl vs. jmpc-btree-1024 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-btree-1024 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)
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sl vs. jmpc-btree-1024 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-btree-1024 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)
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sl vs. jmpc-btree-4096 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-btree-4096 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)
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sl vs. jmpc-btree-4096 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-btree-4096 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)
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sl vs. jmpc-btree-4096 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-btree-4096 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)
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AVL on Server

sl vs. uuavl for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)

sl vs. uuavl for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)
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sl vs. uuavl for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. uuavl for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)
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sl vs. uuavl for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. uuavl for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)
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AVL on Laptop

sl vs. uuavl for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)

sl vs. uuavl for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)
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sl vs. uuavl for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. uuavl for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)
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sl vs. uuavl for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. uuavl for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)
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Skip List on Server

sl vs. jmpc-skl-16 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-skl-16 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)
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sl vs. jmpc-skl-16 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-skl-16 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)
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sl vs. jmpc-skl-16 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-skl-16 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)
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Skip List on Laptop

sl vs. jmpc-skl-16 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-skl-16 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Heap Size vs. Time (Lower is Better)
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sl vs. jmpc-skl-16 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-skl-16 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements vs. Time (Higher is Better)
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sl vs. jmpc-skl-16 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Random input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)

sl vs. jmpc-skl-16 for 10000000 8-byte Integers with Sequential Increasing input from RAM

Elements-per-millisecond vs. Time (Higher is Better)

6. Economic Benefits of the Slab List
Performance does not exist in a vacuum — it is inextricably linked to price. Improving the performance

of an engineered artifact will cause the dimensions of price to change. The typical dimensions of price are
developer-time and currency. It would appear that Slab Lists are a few decades too late to the party. RAM
is abundant and extremely cheap. Devices with small amounts of RAM such as laptops, smartphones, and
tablets are increasingly connecting to services and servers which store the bulk of the users’ data on very
spacious storage media. However, many developers are using clouds for hosting instead of dedicated servers
— that changes the economics of RAM. Developers buy subscription-access to VMs of varying sizes. The
use of libslablist can lower their RAM usage to 1

5
of what it would be otherwise. This could help them

either lower the number of VMs by a factor five, or lower the size of a single VM. For concrete prices, we’ll
use prices listed for Joyent SmartMachines.

Joyent SmartMachines currently have two interesting 64-bit variants: Standard and High-Memory. We
assume that these machines are always running. The variants vary by how much RAM, disk-space, and
vCPUs are available. We list them in order from cheapest to most expensive.

1 . Standard-0.25
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i. price/hr: 0.008
ii. price/day: 0.192
iii. price/month (upper bound): 5.952
iv. price/year: 70.08
v. RAM: 0.25 GB
vi. vCPUs: 0.125
vii. Disk Space: 16

2 . Standard-0.5
i. price/hr: 0.016
ii. price/day: 0.384
iii. price/month (upper bound): 11.904
iv. price/year: 140.16
v. RAM: 0.5 GB
vi. vCPUs: 0.125
vii. Disk Space: 16

3 . Standard-0.625
i. price/hr: 0.020
ii. price/day: 0.48
iii. price/month (upper bound): 14.88
iv. price/year: 175.2
v. RAM: 0.6 GB
vi. vCPUs: 0.125
vii. Disk Space: 16

4 . Standard-1
i. price/hr: 0.032
ii. price/day: 0.768
iii. price/month (upper bound): 23.808
iv. price/year: 280.32
v. RAM: 1 GB
vi. vCPUs: 0.25
vii. Disk Space: 33

5 . Standard-1.75
i. price/hr: 0.056
ii. price/day: 1.344
iii. price/month (upper bound): 41.664
iv. price/year: 490.56
v. RAM: 1.7 GB
vi. vCPUs: 1
vii. Disk Space: 56

6 . Standard-2
i. price/hr: 0.064
ii. price/day: 1.536
iii. price/month (upper bound): 47.616
iv. price/year: 560.64
v. RAM: 2 GB
vi. vCPUs: 1
vii. Disk Space: 66

7 . Standard-4
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i. price/hr: 0.128
ii. price/day: 3.072
iii. price/month (upper bound): 95.232
iv. price/year: 1121.28
v. RAM: 4 GB
vi. vCPUs: 1
vii. Disk Space: 131

8 . Standard-8
i. price/hr: 0.256
ii. price/day: 6.144
iii. price/month (upper bound): 190.464
iv. price/year: 2242.56
v. RAM: 8 GB
vi. vCPUs: 2
vii. Disk Space: 300

9 . High-Memory-17.125
i. price/hr: 0.409
ii. price/day: 9.816
iii. price/month (upper bound): 304.296
iv. price/year: 3582.84
v. RAM: 17.1 GB
vi. vCPUs: 2
vii. Disk Space: 420

10 . Standard-15
i. price/hr: 0.480
ii. price/day: 11.52
iii. price/month (upper bound): 357.12
iv. price/year: 4204.8
v. RAM: 15 GB
vi. vCPUs: 4
vii. Disk Space: 1467

11 . High-Memory-34.25
i. price/hr: 0.817
ii. price/day: 19.608
iii. price/month (upper bound): 607.848
iv. price/year: 7156.92
v. RAM: 34.2 GB
vi. vCPUs: 8
vii. Disk Space: 843

12 . Standard-30
i. price/hr: 0.960
ii. price/day: 23.04
iii. price/month (upper bound): 714.24
iv. price/year: 8409.6
v. RAM: 30 GB
vi. vCPUs: 8
vii. Disk Space: 1683

13 . Standard-48
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i. price/hr: 1.536
ii. price/day: 36.864
iii. price/month (upper bound): 1142.78
iv. price/year: 13455.4
v. RAM: 48 GB
vi. vCPUs: 12
vii. Disk Space: 1683

14 . High-Memory-68.375
i. price/hr: 1.630
ii. price/day: 39.12
iii. price/month (upper bound): 1212.72
iv. price/year: 14278.8
v. RAM: 68.4 GB
vi. vCPUs: 8
vii. Disk Space: 1122

15 . Standard-64
i. price/hr: 2.048
ii. price/day: 49.152
iii. price/month (upper bound): 1523.71
iv. price/year: 17940.5
v. RAM: 64 GB
vi. vCPUs: 16
vii. Disk Space: 2100

16 . Standard-80
i. price/hr: 2.560
ii. price/day: 61.44
iii. price/month (upper bound): 1904.64
iv. price/year: 22425.6
v. RAM: 80 GB
vi. vCPUs: 20
vii. Disk Space: 2625

As was shown in Section 5 libslablist can yield between 3x and 5x savings in performance (depending
on how it is tuned). If somebody bought a Standard-15 VM, they’d be paying 4204 dollars per year. If their
data grew by factor of three, they’d have to either provision three more Standard-15 VMs or resize their
existing VM to Standard-48. The former option is cheaper but only slightly so. Standard-48 costs a little
over three times as much at 13455 dollars per year. By integrating libslablist into their software instead
(if possible) they can potentially save 8404 dollars, or 66% of what they would pay otherwise. In other words
they would pay 33% of what a customer without libslablist would pay, to store the same amount of data
in RAM.

And that’s if one is using libslablist with the default settings. If one were to force libslablist

to maximize memory savings, one would only need 1/5 the space. Standard-80 is the smallest standard
machine that has 5x more RAM. Per year, it costs 22425 dollars. If one uses the library, one doesn’t have
to upgrade to such a large VM, keeping the price low at 4202. This is a savings of 18223 dollars. In other
words, without libslablist you pay 433% more than otherwise in subscription fees.

On corporate scales, these amounts may not seem like much. However, if an organization is large,
chances are it has large numbers of large VMs. By integrating libslablist, these VMs can concievably be
replaced with smaller VMs in order to save money that is proportional to the amount of RAM saved.

Naturally, RAM isn’t everything, and if somebody needs more disk-space or more vCPUs, libslablist
won’t really help them.
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7. Future Work
Slab Lists are a stable and extensible data structure that can be a launch pad for future work to enhance

the space and time performance of sorted sets. Some future directions being considered include:

1. Swapping. Allowing libslablist to use secondary storage as well as main memory. This
allows users to hold much more data than can fit in available memory or swap-space. It also
paves the way for a (possibly) better alternative to B-Trees.

2. Parallelism. Because the baseslabs can be considered partitions of the Slab List one can see
future versions using multiple cores to modifying multiple partitions simultaneously. Though
the specific concurrency control mechanism to be used is as of yet unknown.

3. Caching. A hash-table can be placed “in front” of the Slab List, and it can act as a cache,
this would speed up insertions, removals, and searches on data access patterns that exhibit
temporal locality. This behavior would be optional, of course.

4. Integration. Integrating Slab Lists into existing language runtimes and data base systems
may yield performance improvements and memory savings. A particularly tempting target is
CPython, which implements its list objects as an array that gets reallocated and copied if the
capacity is exceeded. This can make append or prepend operations O(N) instead of O(1) —
which is totally unintuitive given the data type’s name.

8. Conclusion
Slab Lists are a major advance over the current state of the art, because they use several times less

memory at a minimal cost to performance — a cost which is trivial compared to the cost of having to go to
secondary storage. The repository of reference — libslablist[3] — is still fairly young and there may still
be enough opportunity to pare away more overhead. The code is a stable foundation for further research
into sorted set implementations, and is usable in practice as well.

[3] https://github.com/nickziv/libslablist
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